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Serial communication with S5-PLC (CPU-assemblies 15pin)

S5-PLC communication from PC with serial COM-port and your programming package?
 PG-Com-cable up to a length of 15m are the appropriate interface-product. Without
special accessories, without external supply, plugged on PC and S5 PLC and work
immediately. Connection with original Siemens-sliding-locking to S5-PLC, with
screw-bolts on the PC. Function with S5-90U to S5-155U. Connection PLC-side 15pin,
PC 9pin (adaptation to 25pin at any time possible).

Transformation of Rack/Slot in TSAP to MPI-address

Your panel or visualisationsystem addresses the used PLC with Rack/Slot in TSAP? No
problem, activate this mode in the MPI-LAN-cable and you will get actual data from the
PLC.



Secure access through VPN

Secure connection via network or internet or via modem-line with VPN? 
 The TeleRouter fulfills all of these requirements. It contains an engine for VPN,
regardless of whether a server or a client is required. Configuration of the VPN-engine
and the device in general via the integrated web-server.
 A corresponding VPN-client for Windows can be downloaded free of charge as an
installation-script from the download-page.

Alarming

Dont log with EtherSens-device only the process-values, also monitor them
simultaneously. Once a predetermined threshold is exceeded/not reached, the
EtherSens-device indicates this.



Turbo-LAN-interface for the S5

S5-115U/135U/150U/155U and need further processing of data via network and PG
interface too slow?
 Plug the "S5-TCPIP 100" interface-card into a free slot in the rack, integrate the card into
the S5 and nothing stands in the way of communication. Access the controller-data
"parallel" to the PG-interface with "Power", regardless of whether it is "TCP/IP" or "ISO
on TCP (RFC1006)", "ISO (H1)", "Modbus on TCP" or "SPS header", the interface-card
reacts to the various protocols according to your configuration and returns the required
data.
 With the integrated 4-way-switch, several LAN-participants can be connected to the card
and thus to the controller.

Failure report transmission released by the PLC

Your outstation reports the current value cyclically, or in case of malfunction the status
via FAX, as SMS to your mobile phone, to your pager or also via e-mail.


